Academic skills tutors run ninety-minute workshops and conduct individual consultations with students about their academic tactics, outlooks, strategies, and related topics, including:

- time management
- making study plans
- reading efficiency and comprehension
- lecture strategies
- confidence
- motivation
- focus
- fighting procrastination
- and more!

Requirements for academic skills tutors:

- at least 3rd year student by Fall 2018
- minimum GPA of 3.0
- a completed recommendation form (included in CLAS application packet) and/or a letter of recommendation
- attendance of all mandatory training sessions, including two four-hour trainings in first week of fall

Applications can be picked up at the CLAS front desk (SRB 3210) or printed from clas.ucsb.edu/employment-opportunities.

Priority deadline for academic skills applications is May 11.

For questions, please email Emma Cristofani at emma.cristofani@sa.ucsb.edu.